The goal of this contribution is to reveal the analytical framework and synthesis guidelines for frontal-attacking targets (FRATs) 
Introduction
The availability of various shooting targets in training processes makes it possible to reproduce necessary combat situations for operators of military special operations units as well as for radio-operators of robotized ground combat systems with remote operating control. Since shooting at selected targets is carried out only after the detection, classification and aiming stages, the process of developing a mathematical description of human-like silhouettes is actually a scientific field.
Despite a diversity of plane shooting targets (PSTs), target design as a generation of combatants' silhouettes is not widespread in scientific literature. A generally accepted point of view is that it is a phenomenon of human creativity which has a complex formal description.
Graphs are widely used for modeling different processes in physics, chemistry, engineering, information systems (Bondy & Murty, 1982) , (Kennedy & Quintas, 1988) , (Xu, 2003) , and for image processing (Lézoray & Grady, 2012) . Military applications also often apply the graph theory in: military geography and geodesy (Talevski & Temjanovski, 2003) , military planning systems (Boukhtouta et al, 2011) , (Hocker, 2012) , and combat modeling (Tolk, 2012) .
Вased on the graph theory in (Khaikov, 2019) , there is a description of a geometric similarity between the silhouettes of PSTs used in the Swiss Confederation (Wikipedia Contributors, 2012) and in the USSR/Collective Security Treaty Organization (Tarchishnikov, 2011) . However, the considered two groups of PSTs belonged to the same target type, namely to frontal-attacking silhouettes. This study is a continuation of the previous paper (Khaikov, 2019) . This new contribution attempts to widen the methods of the graph theory for the analysis of frontal-attacking shooting targets (FRATs) to flank-attacking shooting targets (FLATs). The goal of this work is to determine the principles of construction, analysis and synthesis of the methods for the FRAT/FLAT geometry from the point of view of a graph as the prime object of discrete mathematics. The computer algebra system Mathcad is used for graphic visualization of these sets of problems.
Description of a single PST and a group of PSTs in terms of graphs Depending on the direction of displacement relative to an observer, an infantryman can move forward/backward and from left to right (or vice versa). On the other hand, regardless of the direction of movement, an observer can see only a head of an infantryman, a head and a chest together or a full-size figure. If a real human silhouette is replaced by a set of abstract shapes, then this group of targets must be controled by some discretely variable parameter. The total area of a human-like silhouette visible to an observer can be recognized as such. Therefore, if the direction of an infantryman's displacement is considered as a classification criterion, and if an independent observer sees only a certain part of an infantryman's silhouette, one can create frontal-attacking and flank-attacking shooting targets.
In Fig. 1 , we consider five Soviet/Russian FRATs and two (outside of the rectangle) FLATs (Tarchishnikov, 2011) . The target geometry will be useful for deeper understanding and further reasoning. The dimensions of all silhouettes shown in Fig. 1 are given in centimeters. Three figures in the bottom row are drawn inside a rectangle (its perimeter is depicted by a dotted line). It should be mentioned that these images are missing in (Tarchishnikov, 2011) and that they are the result of a synthesis process conducted using I-III graph models, developed below.
Five FRATs have the following designations (from left to right): the head target; the head and shoulders target; the upper torso target; the torso target; and full-sized target. The designations of the two FLATs are: the side view of the torso target; the man-sized target (side view). All FLATs move from right to left. If the movement is carried out from left to right, the targets of the lower row must be rotated horizontally.
Plane shooting targets consist of geometrical primitives (GPs) which are plane figures of elementary shapes. In addition, a single GP can be represented as a polygon. An important feature of GPs is the fact that a PST is built from them like a mosaic. The area of two contiguous GPs increases due to the existence of a common border between them.
Each PST from the FRAT group can consist of a maximum of five GPs (Fig. 2 a) . There are «head», «shoulders (left / right)», «bottom of the chest», «bottom of the torso», and «legs» GPs. The minimum number of primitives required to generate a target's shape is one. The GPs of the FRAT group are obtained by overlaying a GP shape with a smaller area on a shape with a larger area. For example, if the silhouette «the torso target» is placed over the silhouette «full-sized target», we obtain the GP named «the leg». Further, if the «the upper torso target» silhouette is put on the «the torso target» silhouette, one can obtain the GP with the designation «the bottom of the torso», and so on.
Applying the principle of splitting the silhouette for the FLAT group, five GPs were obtained (Fig. 2 b) . There are side projections for «the head», «the chest / the back», «the bottom of the chest», «the bottom of the torso», and «the leg». The GPs forming the FLAT group do not have axial symmetry; however, the GPs of the FRAT group are symmetric by the vertical OY axis. It should be noted that the shapes of the GPs for the FLATs are more complex than the GPs for the FRATs. In order to compare them more easily, the GPs for the FRATs and the FLATs groups have the same numbers (1-5 from left to right) and identical colors (Fig. 2) . The GPs with number 2 for the FRATs and the FLATs groups consist of two areas (light green color).
The first graph-model
The vertices of the first graph-model (Fig. 3, 4) are geometric primitives and the edges of the graph are the connecting lines between the adjacent GPs. The designations «No. I-V» shows the number of the graph in the group of 6-, 10-, 10-, 12-, 14-vertex graphs.
Figure 3 -The graphic visualization of the first graph model for five (I-V) frontal-attacking plane shooting targets Рис. 3 -Реализация первой граф-модели для пяти (I-V) фронтально атакующих плоских стрелковых мишеней Слика 3 -Графички приказ првог модела графа за пет (I-V) фронталних дводимензионалних мета за гађање
The graph with No. I is a classical circle graph. The vertices of the polygon are numbered counterclockwise. The starting vertex is at the bottom right. The vertices of the graph are not only the vertices of the external polygon (vertices 1-8 for No.2), but also the points of the sides formed by the intersections of the vertices which belong to different GPs (points 9, 10 for No.2). The idea of analyzing the graph structure is to isolate the external contour as a set of interconnected vertices and to transform them into a circle. Regardless of the size of the target area in a group, the area of the circle for all graphs is constant (Fig. 3, 4 , I-V graphs). Then any connection between the vertices of the external contour can be represented as one or more edges inside the circle. The number of such edges will characterize the complexity of the graph adjacency matrix. The colors of the areas correspond to the colors of the geometric primitives which form a group of targets. In Figures 3 and 4 , the ratio of the areas between the geometric primitives that make up the plane shooting targets is not preserved.
A disappearance of target symmetry is detected when an odd number of vertices appears in a circle-graph. In Fig. 3 , each of the five circle-graphs has an even number of vertices, i.e. 6, 10, 10, 12, and 14. By comparing the areas with the same color (Fig. 4) , we can notice an unequal number of vertices in the adjacent areas inside the circle. The light green areas of the graphs with III-V number (Fig. 3) have the same number of vertices, but by transition to Fig. 4 , these ratios change.
In this way, the undirected circle-graph with a constant area has provided a study of the internal connections in both silhouettes: a single PST as well as a group of PSTs.
The second graph-model Although the second model was already formulated in (Khaikov, 2019) , its application here contributes to the FRATs/FLATs comparison. The second graph-model consists of 10 vertices and 15 edges (Fig. 5) .
а) b) Figure 5 -Target design system for the FRATs (a) and the FLATs (b) groups

Рис. 5 -Две системы построения мишеней: a) фронтально атакующих мишеней; б) флангово-атакующих мишеней Слика 5 -Систем пројектовања мета за групе фронталних (а) и бочних (б) мета за гађање
Vertices numbered 1-5 are GPs. Numbers 6-10 are the vertices of the graph characterizing one of the frontal-attacking (or flank-attacking) targets. The arrows (edges of the graph) show the relationship between the GPs and the silhouettes. The colors of the graphic primitives (the vertices of the graph) are identical to the colors in Fig. 2 . The two structures in Fig. 5 represent a target design system (TDS) (Khaikov, 2019) . The left TDS (Fig. 5 a) is that of the FRATs group, while the system on the right (Fig. 5 b) can be used for FLAT group generation. Let us draw attention to the fact that the structures of the FRAT/FLAT schemes (Fig. 5 a, b) are the same. The difference is only in the sets of the used primitives which are assigned in advance. By rebuilding these schemes, we obtain a bipartite graph (Fig. 6 a) G 2 = (V, E) = (10, 15) , where |V| -number of vertices (or nodes) (graph order); |E| -number of edges (links, arcs) (graph size).
In a directed bipartite graph (Fig. 6) , the edges are classically drawn as arrows that indicate the direction. The G 2 graph does not have loops and multiple edges.
а) b) Figure 6 -The bipartite graph of FRATs/FLATs groups (a) and its adjacency matrix (b)
Рис. 6 -Двудольный граф (биграф) фронтально / флангово-атакующих мишеней (а) и их матрица связи (б) Слика 6 -Бипартитан граф група фронталних и бочних мета за гађање (а) и његова матрица повезаности (б)
For the bipartite graph G 2 =(V(G 2 ), E(G 2 )) and the vertex (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 , x 5 ) ∈ V(G 2 ), the out-degree of any vertex from the set (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 , x 5 ) refers to the number of edges-arrows directed away from the selected vertex. The in-degree of (x 6 , x 7 , x 8 , x 9 , x 10 ) ∈ V(G 2 ) refers to the number of edges-arrows directed towards the vertex from the set (x 6 , x 7 , x 8 , x 9 , x 10 ).
Therefore, the out-degree indicates how many times the GPs with numbers 1-5 in the FRATs/FLATs groups are used. The in-degree shows how many GPs are included in the targets with numbers from 6 to 10. Accordingly, this graph-model is a formal description of the target construction method from a set of GPs. By using it, one can obtain not only the Swiss/Soviet frontal targets (Khaikov, 2019) , but also the flank targets.
On the basis of the two targets shown in Fig. 1 (bottom row) and their frontal images (top row of Fig. 1) , it is possible to develop new geometric primitives and synthesize a full group of flanking-attacking targets. Therefore, the field of using the second graph-model has expanded.
The adjacency matrix (Fig. 6 b) is a clear and unambiguous description of the graph G 2 . This same matrix will correspond to both front-attacking and flank-attacking targets. This matrix has a size of 10⨯10. The colors of vertices 1-5 correspond to the colors of the geometric primitives in Fig. 2 , and the resulting targets 6-10 are shown in purple. Since the adjacency matrix is a sparse matrix, the single elements of the matrix are shown in light brown.
The sparsity of the adjacency matrix (Fig. 7 b) is 85%, and its matrix density -15%. All nonzero-valued elements form a special upper triangular matrix with four diagonals parallel to the main diagonal. The adjacency matrix is singular.
The graph-model of the second type is indifferent to the type, but not to the number of the used GPs that make up the target. The model does not take into account the position of common boundaries in the resulting target. Thus, the 10⨯10 matrix is a mathematical description for both the FRATs and FLATs groups, and the shape of the targets depends on the forms of the five geometric primitives used to generate them.
The third graph-model The third graph model (Fig. 7) uses an oriented graph in which the vertices of the graph are the GPs and edges of the graph -the existence of common borders between the GPs. Two areas in GP No. 2 (see Fig.  2 , light green designation) are considered as a coherent whole.
Two groups of targets, their decomposition to a set of GPs, and the graphs of FRATs and FLATs are presented in Fig. 7 . The arrows in the forward (and reverse) directions indicate that the common borders between the GPs can be crossed in the forward and reverse directions. The indifference (non-sensitivity) of the graph to the type of geometric primitives confirmed by the use different sets of GPs, but the same graph-structure. In this case one can generate both a frontalattacking targets and a flank-attacking targets. On the left, near each of the I-V graphs, a FRAT/FLAT silhouette is represented.
Similarly to the model of the second type, the graph-model of the third type is indifferent to the used GPs, but unlike the previous, it is able to take into account the features of the common borders between the GPs (for example, their length).
Conclusions
The basis of an individual description of a target in the form of a graph is a set of vertices and edges connecting them (I model). Using additional information about the number of geometric primitives and their location in the silhouette, one can investigate the complexity of a certain target.
The basis of the description of a set of targets is a group of geometric primitives. They describe the target either formally (II model) taking into account only the number of primitives in the target, or with additional consideration of the common boundaries between them (III model).
The combination of the I-III developed models makes it possible to describe silhouettes and their groups and to characterize the process of modifying the shape of the target inside the selected group. Knowledge of the shape modifying rules allows the synthesis of new targets. 
